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Judit Carrera, director of the European Prize for Urban Space, columnist for the newspapers El País and Ara and, since 2011, full member of the Culture Council of the City of Barcelona

Artistic intervention for democratizing city life

Urban public spaces as paces of meeting and conflict with difference and the power of architecture, urban planning and artistic interventions as potentially democratizing tools for city life. My reflection will be based on the experience of the European Prize for Urban Public Space (publicspace.org).

Sarah Dornhof, postdoctoral fellow at the Freie Universität Berlin

Public Art and everyday resistance: Case of the monument installation in Dresden

My paper is concerned with frictions between public art forms and performative forms of public assembly. I will discuss the recent example of Manaf Halbouni’s installation “Monument” in the city of Dresden: an installation of three discarded busses erected upright just next to Dresden’s famous anti-war monument ‘Frauenkirche’. Halbouni’s installation can be interpreted as a monument of everyday resistance in the context of the war in Syria, but also as an act of resistance against the populist PEGIDA movement in Dresden that best represents the recent anti-immigration and anti-Islam sentiments in Germany and whose protest was also strongly present during the inauguration of Halbouni’s public art work. Taking this example of tension between an art work, a form of public manifestation, and different ways of remembering the war, I would like to analyze the different modes and functions of the ‘public’ which are at play within this complex of public art and assembly.

Mustafa Diktaş, PhD candidate at École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in Paris

Public space and hybrid spirituality: Aya Yorgi in Istanbul

Experience of a public space is shaped by the simultaneous co-existence of people and their performances. Pilgrimage is such a performance which is central to the public realm. It involves mass movement, interactions and manifestation of religious or spiritual practices in public space. Consequently public space gives a character to the pilgrimage and in return pilgrimage shapes the dynamics and the frontiers of the public space. This research is based on my study of the Aya Yorgi Pilgrimage in Istanbul. Aya Yorgi (Saint George) is an old Greek orthodox church situated in Buyukada (Prinkipo) in Istanbul-Turkey. As a touristic spot in Istanbul with its beautiful nature, splendid civil architecture and romantic atmosphere, Büyükada welcomes both local and foreigner visitors for the weekends and daily excursions. Aya Yorgi church is such a highly recommended place that people almost never leave the island without seeing the church. Therefore all around the year it is open to the visitors. You can always see people climbing the path to the church anytime of the year. But the feast days are unbelievably crowded. The relatively small island hosts tens thousands of people on these days. Every year on the feast day of Aya Yorgi (st George) which is 23rd of April, thousands of pilgrims (vast majority are Turkish Muslim woman) flood into the island to participate in this big folk event. This study is an outcome of my participation in the ritual as, both, an anthropologist and a pilgrim. I focus on the church and its neighborhood as existing public spaces and their spontaneous impact on the pilgrimage and the pilgrims. From this perspective, I investigate the broader role of Aya Yorgi as a public space in a shared community ritual, shaping a common memory and its significance in shaping new art forms.
**Sencer Vardarman**, visual artist based in Berlin and Istanbul

*Image archive of Gezi protests*

My work consisted in constituting an archive of more than 10,000 images, texts, screenshots and videos collected from social media networks during the Gezi Park movement therefore I proceeded to a selection of the archive and compiled it in a video-slide show. The work has been exhibited in NGBK Berlin as a dual-screen-video-installation and during the 9th Berlin Biennale through an interactive online slide show. The study has a narrative structure that describes step by step the course of the protests and the emergence of socially prominent images and cults. It also includes numerous ironical posters and illustrations created definitely by professional designers spread throughout social media platforms. The work is composed of two distinct categories. In the first category, I gave priority to point out the humour, the solidarity and the creative aspects stemming from demonstrations. In the second category, I featured individuals and groups, who undertook actions for the documentation and archive of the events by conducting independent journalism, facing the biased attitude of the mainstream media, cruelly criticizing or even ignoring the protests. The second category also contains some results of a detailed public opinion poll that provides statistical information about the demonstrations.

Marina Repezza, PhD candidate in sociology at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS)

*The Mosque: Contemporary Art and the Question of Separation. Analysis of a controversy at the 56th Venice Biennale*

The installation of the artwork "The Mosque", by Swiss artist Christoph Büchel at the 2015 Venice Biennale triggered a public controversy in Italy. The artwork, which was designed in the form of a functioning mosque, was shut down by the police quickly after its installation. I propose an analysis of this debate in the Italian media in order to understand around which subjacent themes this controversy articulated itself. I will then draw upon an equally censured case, the installation of "The Cube" by German artist Gregor Schneider that could not be exposed at the 2005 Venice Biennale. Scrutinizing these two cases, the aim of this paper is to explore the limits and entanglements between art and life, public and private, secular and religious, or complete dissolution of these dichotomies.

Asmaa Soliman, visiting research fellow at the European Institute of the London School of Economics and Political Science

*Emerging Counterpublics: German Muslim Female Artists Challenging the Public Sphere*

This paper examines three young German Muslim female artists and their arts series 'Three Women x Three Projections'. A qualitative analysis shows that their public engagement can be seen as an example of counterpublics, which offers them a space to challenge negative mainstream discourses about Muslim women in Germany. Two main features of counterpublics can be found. First, Muslim women experience exclusions and misrepresentations by the mainstream public, which have prompted them to create their own public. An obvious frustration with the mainstream public comes to the fore. The Habermasian rhetoric of a neutral, accessible and democratic public does not seem to find resonance. Second, the circulation of Muslim self-representation and of alternative identities challenging mainstream representations of Muslim women plays a crucial role. The normality of female Muslim identity is conveyed and it is associated with positive features, moving away from negative identity representations.
Peter Ronald deSouza,

From celebrated artist to villain: the paintings of MF Husain

As the aspirations of democracy become part of the vocabulary of the Indian public discourse contradictions begin to emerge that require our attention. One of the areas where such contradictions are most intense is in the domain of expression, when claims of offence come into conflict with the rights of free expression. Such instances have been increasing in independent India. This should be seen as a measure of the greater mobilization of different publics along the politics of identity. One of the most controversial cases was that of the artist MF Husain whose biography records his transformation from celebrated artist to national villain. My paper will be a discussion of the MF Husain case looking at the issue of offensive expression in a plural democracy.

Pénélope Larzillière, social scientist, senior research fellow at the Institute for Research on Development (Paris), and associate fellow at the School of Advanced Studies in Social Sciences (Paris)

Artistic Testimony and Commitment: Perspectives on political art in the Middle East

How to create, and carry out artistic work in political contexts that have been afflicted by violence at their very heart? How do artists find themselves a space and a role within them? Are specific expectations applied to works produced in this type of context? The various forms of political violence, from situations of authoritarianism, to coercion and civil war that have left their scars on the Middle East translate into their artistic scenes, influencing works and their contents. This has involved the dramatization of questioning on artistic engagement. Testimony represents one of the main forms of this artistic engagement. It meets national and globalized expectations vis-à-vis these artists, in a form of framing of the role of artists but also in a process borne from their own existence, faced with the urgency of these situations. From the artistic testimonial of an ‘us’, to the creation of a narrative and collective identity symbols, to a singular testimony that performs these subjectivities of suffering which have been deeply marked/wounded through these contexts, different registers of testimonial exist. Examples of these facets will be given by tracing back the experiences of some Middle Eastern visual artists and in presenting their work.

Sarp Kerem Yavuz, multimedia artist

Daddy Issues & Middle Eastern Politics

I have spent my entire life terrified of becoming my father, a theater director whose absence shaped me. Growing up in Istanbul, traditional notions of masculinity eluded me, while the casual homoeroticism of everyday interactions blurred the lines between what I thought I was supposed to become, and what I was permitted to be, as a young man. My journey as a visual artist was largely triggered by a mixture of resentment towards my father, and the absence of heteronormative patriarchal figures in my life, and my struggle to locate myself between ideals of Middle Eastern and Western masculinity. Since the Gezi Park Protests of 2013, during which my father, who is a well-known leftist voice of dissent and a prominent figure in the arts, was targeted and physically assaulted by the Turkish police, my artistic practice has shifted to address the growingly conservative and nationalistic political landscape, where contemporary political discourse celebrates a reinterpreted, idealized, and often times brutal Ottoman rule. The majority of my current work employs patterns scanned from various tourism publications put out by the Turkish government, as well as designs from Blue Mosque and Hagia Sophia, projected provocatively onto naked figures illuminated in darkness. Depicting the human is taboo in Islamic culture, and ornamental geometry and fractal art have developed as a result of this ban. In breaking this rule by using the very product it has created, I seek to challenge the residual Ottoman mentality that unquestioningly embraces a totalitarian regime, to talk about the erasure of individual identity in Turkey.
Camil Ungureanu, associate Professor (Profesor agregado interino) of Political Philosophy and Coordinator of the MA in Political Philosophy (2011-today) at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Nihilism, religious fantasy, and humor in Michel Houellebecq’s “Soumission”

In Submission (2015), Houellebecq abandons his earlier belief in the death of God and substitutes the Comtean fiction of a new “positive religion” (The Elementary Particles, 1998; The Possibility of an Island, 2005) with an imaginary Islamic Leviathan taking over Europe. Submission is, according to a common interpretation, an Orwellian critical dystopia forewarning against the affinity between nihilism and religious authoritarianism. In contrast, I argue that Submission is a regressive phantasy in which biological scientism and the illusion of reconstituting a socio-religious totality are summoned against Enlightenment and modern humanism. Furthermore, I compare the nihilism of the “last man” in Submission to Houellebecq’s earlier treatment of nihilism in The Possibility of an Island; the latter preserves a fragile but essential connection to the values of humanism: reciprocal love, individual freedom, truthfulness, and the search for real-life experiences.

Nadja Fadil, assistant Professor at the IMMRC (Interculturalism, Migration and Minorities Research Centre) at the University of Leuven

Why we (need to) condemn. Investigating the calls for ‘auto critique’ after the Paris and Brussels attacks.

This paper looks at the genre of ‘critiques’ that have been produced into the Francophone public sphere after the recent attacks in Paris and Brussels in 2015-2016. The events in Paris have seen an unprecedented mobilization of Muslim public intellectuals expressing their public denunciation of what they consider pathological religious tendencies within the Muslim community, such as Salafism. Furthermore, after the attacks in both Paris and Brussels, many Muslim civil organizations felt the need to come out to publicly denounce these attacks. In this paper, I wish to inquire into these attitudes through the lens of ‘public critique’. I take these expressions of de-solidarization both as a particular genre as well as productive of particular subjectivities. I will argue that such critiques cannot simply be viewed as an effect of ‘interpellation’ by dominant discourses, but in many cases also resonate with a series of conversations that are internal to the Muslim tradition. I will try to reflect on the paradoxes and dilemma’s they generate – especially as these forms of critiques in many cases collude with contemporary forms of racialization of Muslims as “others”


Law and affective order: Entanglements of religious feelings and secular affects

Islam makes law in Europe and then unmakes it. Following the heated controversies that have emerged regularly during the last three decades problematizing various aspects of Islamic presence in Europe, many countries implement regulations defining legitimate and illegitimate practices in the public sphere. Whilst cloaked in legal terms of universality, these regulations and laws often seem to particularly target Muslim practices. Certain (Muslim) clothing and rituals considered to be unacceptable are by this token rendered illegal through law making, i.e. banning the headscarf at schools. These laws that illegalize bodily practices of Muslims in Europe however, in turn become subject to public critique and controversy. At time they can be overturned, even within a short period of time. In this paper, I would like to give an account of two legal cases in France and in Germany where the local laws were made to restrict Muslim practices and then abolished: the ritual circumcision ban in Cologne and the so-called burkini ban in various municipalities in France. Through an analysis of those examples of (un)making of law, I intend to demonstrate the role of the public sentiments, which I will conceive of as secular affects, intertwined with law and order as an essential element in defining the contours of the permissible as a precarious and changing category. While placing the feelings and affects in public, thus in the impersonal, I hope to shift the issue from the dominant understanding of personal feelings of religious minorities and their offense to a more encompassing conception of a relational approach based on affect that goes beyond the individual feelings as personal experience.